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Abstract
An automatic quadrature method is presented for approximating fractional deriva-
tive Dqf(x) of a given function f(x), which is defined by an indefinite integral
involving f(x). The present method interpolates f(x) in terms of the Chebyshev
polynomials in the range [0, 1] to approximate the fractional derivative Dqf(x)
uniformly for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, namely the error is bounded independently of x. Some
numerical examples demonstrate the performance of the present automatic method.
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1 Introduction
Fractional calculus (fractional integral and derivative) [7,21,24] has been often
used recently in modeling many physical and engineering problems, see, say
[10,20,23] and the references therein, see also [1] for the application in eco-
nomics. For an interesting history (Leibniz, 30 September 1695) and scientific
applications of fractional calculus, see a review due to Cafagna [5].
Let f(s) be a sufficiently well-behaved function in [0, 1]. If f(s) is defined in
[0, a] instead of [0, 1], then change of variable s = ax could transform f(s)
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into g(x) := f(ax), where x ∈ [0, 1]. The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral
I1−qf(s), where 0 < q < 1, is defined by
I1−qf(s) =
1
Γ(1− q)
s∫
0
f(t)(s− t)−q dt, 0 < s ≤ 1,
where Γ(1− q) is the gamma function [28]. On the other hand, The fractional
derivative Dqf(s) in the Riemann-Liouville version and the Caputo fractional
derivative Dq∗f(s) [5,25] are defined by
Dqf(s)=
d
ds
[I1−qf(s)] =
d
ds
[ 1
Γ(1− q)
s∫
0
f(t)(s− t)−q dt
]
, (1)
Dq∗f(s)= I
1−q
[ d
ds
f(s)
]
=
1
Γ(1− q)
s∫
0
f ′(t)(s− t)−q dt, 0 < s ≤ 1, (2)
respectively. Since integrating by parts we have
s∫
0
f(t)(s− t)−q dt = f(0) s
1−q
1− q +
s∫
0
f ′(t)
(s− t)1−q
1− q dt,
we see that the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative Dqf(s) differs from
Dq∗f(s) as follows,
Dqf(s) = f(0)s−q/Γ(1− q) +Dq∗f(s). (3)
It is well known [2, p.134], [4, p.8], [6] that Dqf(t)/Γ(q) gives the solution y(t)
of the generalized Abel equation [18, p.174],
s∫
0
y(t)(s− t)q−1dt = f(s), 0 < q < 1, s > 0.
If q − 1 is a positive non-integer, let m be the positive integer such that
1 ≤ m < q < m+ 1. Then Dqf(s) and Dq∗f(s) are defined, respectively, by
Dqf(s)=
dm+1
dsm+1
[Im+1−qf(s)] =
dm
dsm
[Dq−mf(s)],
Dq∗f(s)= I
(m+1−q)[f (m+1)(s)].
Although the above case where q > 1 could be treated similarly to the way
described in the following but with some more computational efforts to evalu-
ate higher-order derivatives f (m+1)(s), in this paper we consider the simplest
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case where 0 < q < 1, namely (1) and (2), involving the first-order derivative
f ′(s).
The purpose of this paper is to construct an automatic quadrature method for
approximating the fractional derivative Dqf(s) defined by (1) or Dq∗f(s) with
the required tolerance ε. Although there is comprehensive literature on the
numerical methods for solving equations involving fractional derivatives and
integrals, see, [2, p.134], [3,4,6–8,19,25,26], there seems to exist no literature on
automatic quadrature for the fractional derivatives. It is essential to have good
approximation methods for fractional derivative and integral in order to solve
fractional differential and integral equations [12]. The present method approx-
imates the fractional derivatives Dqf(s) uniformly for 0 < s ≤ 1, namely the
errors of the approximations are bounded independently of s.
Let J(s; f) be defined by
J(s; f) = Γ(1− q)Dq∗f(s) =
s∫
0
f ′(t)(s− t)−q dt, (4)
then from (1), (2) and (3) we see that Dqf(s) can be written by
Dqf(s) = {f(0)s−q + J(s; f)}/Γ(1− q).
The present method is an extension of the Clenshaw-Curtis (abbreviated to
C-C) rule [30] for the definite integral
∫ 1
−1 f(x) dx to the indefinite integral
J(s; f) in (4), see also [13–15] for some other extensions of the C-C rule. It
is well known that the C-C quadrature efficiently approximates the integral
of smooth functions, see an interesting comparison of the C-C and Gauss
quadratures due to Trefethen [29].
Now, approximating f(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, by a sum of the shifted Chebyshev
polynomials Tk(2t− 1),
f(t) ≈ pn(t) =
n∑
k=0
′ ak Tk(2t− 1), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (5)
we have an approximation J(s; pn) to J(s; f) as follows,
J(s; f) ≈ J(s; pn) =
s∫
0
p′n(t)(s− t)−q dt. (6)
In (5) the prime denotes the summation whose first term is halved. The Cheby-
shev coefficients ak in (5) can be determined so that pn(t) may interpolate f(t)
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at abscissae tj = {1 + cos(pij/n)}/2, j = 0, . . . , n, [29] as follows
ak =
2δk
n
n∑
j=0
′′f(tj) cos
pijk
n
,
where δk = 1, (k = 0. . . . , n − 1), δn = 0.5 and the double prime denotes
the summation whose first and last terms are halved, and can be efficiently
evaluated by using the FFT [17]. If f(t) is a smooth function, then the sum
of the Chebyshev polynomials (5) converges to f(t) quickly as n→∞ [29].
Lemma 1.1 Let pn(t) be a polynomial of degree n given by (5). Then there
exists a polynomial Fn−1(t) of degree n− 1 such that
s∫
x
{p′n(s)− p′n(t)}(s− t)−qdt = {Fn−1(s)− Fn−1(x)}(s− x)1−q. (7)
Proof Let p′n(s)− p′n(t) be expanded in Taylor series at t = s as follows
p′n(s)− p′n(t) =
n−1∑
k=1
Ak(s)(s− t)k.
Then since
∫
{p′n(s)− p′n(t)}(s− t)−qdt = (s− t)1−q
n−1∑
k=1
Ak(s)(s− t)k
k + 1− q ,
we have (7) if we choose Fn−1(x) =
∑n−1
k=0 Ak(s)(s − x)k/(k + 1 − q) with an
arbitrary constant A0(s). 2
From (7) we have
J(s; pn) =
s∫
0
p′n(t)(s− t)−qdt =
[
p′n(s)
1− q − Fn−1(s) + Fn−1(0)
]
s1−q, (8)
and the approximation D˜qnf(s) to D
qf(s) as follows
D˜qnf(s) = {f(0)s−q + J(s; pn)}/Γ(1− q).
Functions p′n(t) and Fn−1(t) of degree n− 1 are also expanded in terms of the
shifted Chebyshev polynomials, see section 2.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we express Fn−1(t) in (7)
by a sum of the Chebyshev polynomials and show the recurrence relation
satisfied by the Chebyshev coefficients. In section 3 we estimate the error
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of the approximation to the fractional derivative, in particular to J(s; f). In
section 4 numerical examples are shown to demonstrate the performance of
the present automatic quadrature method.
2 Evaluation of Fn−1(t)
Differentiating both sides of (7) with respect to x yields
{p′n(s)− p′n(x)}(s− x)−q
=F ′n−1(x)(s− x)1−q + {Fn−1(s)− Fn−1(x)}(1− q)(s− x)−q,
namely we have
p′n(s)− p′n(x) = F ′n−1(x)(s− x) + {Fn−1(s)− Fn−1(x)}(1− q). (9)
To evaluate Fn−1(s) in (8) we expand F
′
n−1(x) in terms of the shifted Cheby-
shev polynomials
F ′n−1(x) =
n−2∑
k=0
′ bk Tk(2x− 1), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (10)
where we have omitted the dependency of bk on s. Integrating both sides of
(10) gives
Fn−1(x)− Fn−1(s) =
n−1∑
k=1
bk−1 − bk+1
4k
{Tk(2x− 1)− Tk(2s− 1)}, (11)
where we define bn−1 = bn = 0. On the other hand, we have
(x− s)F ′n−1(x)=F ′n−1(x){(2x− 1)− (2s− 1)}/2
=
1
4
n−1∑
k=0
′ {bk+1 − 2(2s− 1)bk + b|k−1|}Tk(2x− 1). (12)
The equation (12) is seen to hold as follows. By using (10) and the relation
T|k+1|(u) + T|k−1|(u) = 2uT|k|(u), −1 ≤ u ≤ 1 we have
(2x− 1)F ′n−1(x) =
n−2∑
k=0
′ bk u Tk(u) =
1
2
n−2∑
k=0
′ bk {T|k+1|(u) + T|k−1|(u)}
5
=
1
4
n−2∑
k=−n+2
b|k| {T|k+1|(u) + T|k−1|(u)}
=
1
4
n−1∑
k=−n+1
{b|k+1| + b|k−1|}T|k|(u) = 1
2
n−1∑
k=0
′ {bk+1 + b|k−1|}Tk(u).
Further by inserting Fn−1(x)− Fn−1(s) and (x− s)F ′n−1(x) given by (11) and
(12), respectively and p′n(x) written by
p′n(x) =
n−1∑
k=0
′ ck Tk(2x− 1), (13)
into (9) we have
{
1− 1− q
k
}
bk+1 − 2 (2s− 1) bk +
{
1 +
1− q
k
}
bk−1 = 4 ck, 1 ≤ k. (14)
We can stably compute the recurrence relation (14) in the backward direction
with starting values bn = bn−1 = 0 to obtain bk, k = n− 2, . . . , 0. The Cheby-
shev coefficients ck of p
′
n(x) given by (13) can be evaluated by the relation
[22]
ck−1 = ck+1 + 4 k ak, k = n, n− 1, . . . , 1,
with starting values cn = cn+1 = 0, where ak are the Chebyshev coefficients of
pn(x) in (5).
3 Error estimate
We estimate the error of the approximation to the fractional derivativeDqf(s),
particularly the error of J(s; pn). We shall use the notation that for n >> 1,
a(n) ∼ b(n) and a(n) <∼ b(n) mean that limn→∞ a(n)/b(n) = 1 and limn→∞
a(n)/b(n) ≤ 1, respectively. Let ωn+1(t) be defined by
ωn+1(t) = Tn+1(2t− 1)− Tn−1(2t− 1), (15)
then pn(t) agrees with f(t) at the zeros of ωn+1(t), namely {1+cos(pij/n)}/2,
0 ≤ j ≤ n. Let Eρ denote the ellipse in the complex plane z = x+ iy,
Eρ : z = (w + w−1 + 2)/4, w = ρ eiθ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2pi, (16)
with foci at z = 0, 1 and the sum of its major and minor axes equal to ρ(> 1).
Assume that f(z) is single-valued and analytic inside and on Eρ. Then the
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error of pn(t) can be expressed in terms of contour integral as follows [9,13]
f(t)− pn(t) = ωn+1(t)Vn(t), Vn(t) ≡ 1
2pii
∮
Eρ
f(z) dz
(z − t)ωn+1(z) . (17)
Lemma 3.1 Let Ln = max0≤t≤1 |Vn(t)| and L′n = max0≤t≤1 |V ′n(t)|. Then the
error of the approximation J(s; pn) in (6) to J(s; f) in (4) is bounded inde-
pendent of s for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 as follows,
|J(s; f)− J(s; pn)| ≤ (8nLn + 2L′n)(1− q)−1, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. (18)
Proof Differentiating both sides of the first equation in (17) with respect to
t gives
f ′(t)− p′n(t) = ω′n+1(t)Vn(t) + ωn+1(t)V ′n(t) (19)
Since
dTn(2t− 1)/dt = 2nUn−1(2t− 1),
where Un(2t−1) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, |Tn(2t−1)| ≤
1 and |Un(2t− 1)| ≤ n+ 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, we have
|ωn+1(t)|= |Tn+1(2t− 1)− Tn−1(2t− 1)| ≤ 2,
|ω′n+1(t)|=2|(n+ 1)Un(2t− 1)− (n− 1)Un−2(2t− 1)|
=2|2nTn(2t− 1) + Un(2t− 1) + Un−2(2t− 1)| ≤ 8n.
Using above relations in (19) gives
|f ′(t)− p′n(t)| ≤ 8nLn + 2L′n, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. (20)
We see that Lemma 3.1 is established by using above relation and
∫ s
0 (s −
t)−qdt = s1−q(1− q)−1 ≤ (1− q)−1 for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 in
|J(s; f)− J(s; pn)| ≤
s∫
0
|f ′(t)− p′n(t)|(s− t)−qdt. 2
See also [27] for the Chebyshev differencing method.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that f(z) is single-valued and analytic inside and on
Eρ defined by (16) and letK = maxz∈Eρ |f(z)|. Then the approximation J(s; pn)
given by (6) uniformly converges to J(s; f) given by (4) as n→∞ as follows,
|J(s; f)− J(s; pn)| ≤ 16K{n(ρ− 1)
2 + ρ}ρ
(1− q) (ρ− 1)4 (ρn − ρ−n) = O(nρ
−n), ρ > 1. (21)
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Proof Since Tn(2z − 1) = Tn((w + w−1)/2) = (wn + w−n)/2 it follows from
(15) that
ωn+1(z) = Tn+1(2z − 1)− Tn−1(2z − 1) = (wn − w−n)(w − w−1)/2.
Further by noting that dz/dw = (1− w−2)/4, we have Vn(t) (17) written by
Vn(t) =
1
4pii
∮
|w|=ρ
f(z) dw
(z − t) (wn − w−n)w. (22)
Since minz∈Eρ,t∈[0,1] |z − t| = |(−ρ− ρ−1 + 2)/4− 0| = (ρ− 1)2/(4ρ) it follows
from (22) that
Ln = max
0≤t≤1
|Vn(t)| ≤ 1
pi
∮
|w|=ρ
K |dw|
(ρ− 1)2 (ρn − ρ−n) =
2Kρ
(ρ− 1)2 (ρn − ρ−n) .(23)
Similarly from (22) we have
V ′n(t) =
1
4pii
∮
|w|=ρ
f(z) dw
(z − t)2 (wn − w−n)w,
L′n = max0≤t≤1
|V ′n(t)| ≤
1
pi
∮
|w|=ρ
4Kρ |dw|
(ρ− 1)4 (ρn − ρ−n)
=
8Kρ2
(ρ− 1)4 (ρn − ρ−n) . (24)
From (20), (23) and (24) we have
|f ′(t)− p′n(t)| ≤
16K{n(ρ− 1)2 + ρ}ρ
(ρ− 1)4 (ρn − ρ−n) =: γn, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (25)
which establishes Theorem 3.2 in the same way as in Lemma 3.1. 2
Remark 1 The present bound γn given by (25) is smaller than that due to
Reddy and Weideman [27], namely
√
ρ4 + 1 γn/(ρ
2−1), as shown in Remark 6
of [27, p.2181], where 1 <
√
ρ4 + 1/(ρ2−1)→∞ when ρ→ 1. This is because
they use Euler estimate to evaluate the arc of the ellipse Eρ in bounding Vn(t)
given by (17) while we use Vn(t) given by (22), which is expressed in terms
of the contour integral on a circle instead of an ellipse, to obtain a sharper
bound to Vn(t) .
Since our goal is to construct an automatic quadrature method, we wish to
estimate the error of the approximation J(s; pn) (18) in terms of the available
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coefficients ak of pn(t), particularly |Vn(f)| in terms of |ak|. Suppose that f(z)
is a meromorphic function which has only simple pole at the point z = α ≡
(β + β−1 + 2)/4 in an ellipse Eσ, 1 < ρ < σ, where 1 < ρ < |β| < σ. Let
γ = Resf((β + β−1 + 2)/4) be the residue of f((w + w−1 + 2)/4) at w = β.
Then, performing the contour integral of (22) yields
Vn(f) =
−γ
2(α− t) (βn − β−n) β +
1
4pii
∮
|w|=σ
f(z) dw
(z − t) (wn − w−n)w. (26)
Since in the same way as in (22) and (23) we have the second term in the right
hand side of (26) proportional to O(nσ−n) it follows that
Vn(t) ∼ −γ
2(α− t) (βn − β−n) β = O(r
−n), r ≡ |β|. (27)
Similarly we have
V ′n(t) ∼
−γ
2(α− t)2 (βn − β−n) β = O(r
−n). (28)
On the other hand, by noting [9] and similarly to (26) we have
an =
2
pii
∮
Eρ
f(z) dz
ωn+1(z)
=
1
pii
∮
|w|=ρ
f(z) dw
(wn − w−n)w ∼
−2γ
(βn − β−n) β . (29)
Comparing (27), (28) and (29) we have
Vn(t) ∼ an
4(α− t) , V
′
n(t) ∼
an
4(α− t)2 .
Using these relations and |α − t| ≥ (r − 1)2/(4r) in (18) yields an estimated
error En(f) for the approximation J(s; pn)
|J(s; f)− J(s; pn)| ≤ 8nLn + 2L
′
n
1− q ∼
8nLn
1− q
<∼
8rn|an|
(1− q) (r − 1)2 ≡ En(f).(30)
Remark 2 The constant r may be estimated from the asymptotic behavior
of {ak} [16].
Incidentally, an automatic quadrature of nonadaptive type is constructed from
the sequence of the approximations {J(s; pn)} converging the integral J(s; f),
until a stopping criterion is satisfied. It is an usual and simple way to double
the degree n of pn(t) (5) for generating the sequence {J(s; pn)} (8), see [11]. In
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order to make an automatic quadrature efficient, however, it is advantageous
to have more chance of checking the stopping criterion than doubling n. To
this end, as is shown in [17] we may generate the sequence of {pn}, increasing
the degree n more slowly as follows:
n = 6, 8, 10, . . . , 3× 2i, 4× 2i, 5× 2i, . . . , (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .)
and by using the FFT.
Stopping rule. We compute the sequence of {pn(t)} until En(f)/Γ(1 − q),
where En(f) is given by (30), is less than or equal to the required tolerance ε
for Dqf(t).
4 Numerical examples
Table 1
Approximations of D1/2(s + 0.1)−0.5 with the required tolerance ε = 10−6 for 0 ≤
s ≤ 1. The number n+ 1 of function evaluations required to satisfy ε is 41.
s approximation error
0.09 3.1300423090 048 3.5E−11
0.19 1.4114004945 375 2.6E−11
0.29 0.849496233 6495 6.3E−11
0.39 0.5830377568 867 8.6E−12
0.49 0.4319913114 219 4.8E−12
0.59 0.33662779092 48 2.2E−12
0.69 0.2718775996 219 4.1E−11
0.79 0.2255389277 291 5.0E−12
0.89 0.1910270485 562 8.4E−12
0.99 0.1645057067 691 6.1E−12
Examples in this section were computed in double precision: the machine
precision is 2.22 . . .× 10−16.
We compute Dqf(s) for three types of f(s), where (A) f(s) = (s+ a)q−1, (B)
f(s) = sin as, and (C) f(s) = sa/2Ja(2
√
s) and (D) D1/2f(s) where f(s) =
1/(s2 + a2). The exact values of the fractional derivatives of these functions
are given, respectively, by
(A) Dq(s+ a)q−1 =
1
Γ(1− q)
(a
s
)q 1
s + a
,
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Table 2
Approximations for Dq(s + a)q−1, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. The numbers n + 1 of function
evaluations required to satisfy the tolerances ε = 10−5 and 10−9 are listed in the
third and fifth columns, respectively. The actual maximum errors En in magnitude
of approximations for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 are listed in the fourth and sixth columns.
ε = 10−5 ε = 10−9
q a n+ 1 En n+ 1 En
0.01 129 6.8E−10 161 3.4E−12
0.1 0.1 33 1.9E−8 49 2.6E−12
1.0 13 8.8E−10 17 2.9E−13
0.01 97 6.4E−7 161 2.3E−12
0.5 0.1 33 1.3E−8 49 1.7E−12
1.0 13 7.2E−10 17 2.7E−13
0.01 81 2.7E−6 129 1.0E−10
0.9 0.1 33 3.6E−9 49 3.6E−13
1.0 13 3.3E−10 17 9.9E−14
Table 3
Approximations for Dq sin as with the required tolerances ε = 10−5 and 10−9
ε = 10−5 ε = 10−9
q a n+ 1 En n+ 1 En
1 9 4.8E−11 13 4.4E−16
0.1 8 17 1.1E−9 25 5.8E−14
15 25 5.8E−11 33 3.5E−11
1 9 1.5E−10 13 8.9E−16
0.5 8 17 4.6E−9 25 1.1E−13
15 25 2.8E−10 33 1.2E−10
1 11 7.0E−13 13 4.4E−15
0.9 8 21 6.2E−12 25 2.5E−13
15 25 1.4E−9 33 4.4E−10
(B) Dq sin as = a s1−q
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k (as)2k
Γ(2k + 2− q) ,
(C) Dqsa/2Ja(2
√
s) = s(a−q)/2Ja−q(2
√
s),
(D) D1/2
{ 1
s2 + a2
}
=
1√
pis (s2 + a2)
− 1√
pi a
ℑ
{sin−1√s/(ia)
(ia− s)3/2
}
.
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Table 4
Approximations for Dq
√
s
a
Ja(2
√
s) with the required tolerances ε = 10−5 and 10−9
ε = 10−5 ε = 10−9
q a n+ 1 En n+ 1 En
1.5 97 1.6E−7 1025 2.5E−11
0.1 2.0 9 1.0E−14 11 2.2E−16
2.5 25 5.2E−8 129 7.2E−12
1.5 129 1.1E−6 1025 1.1E−9∗
0.5 2.0 9 3.1E−14 11 3.3E−16
2.5 33 8.6E−8 129 1.1E−10
1.5 161 1.6E−5∗ 1537 2.1E−8∗
0.9 2.0 9 1.5E−13 11 1.9E−15
2.5 33 1.2E−6 161 1.2E−9∗
Asterisk means the failure to satisfy the tolerances ε.
Table 5
Approximations for D1/2{1/(s2 + a2)} with the required tolerances ε = 10−5 and
10−9
ε = 10−5 ε = 10−9
a n+ 1 En n+ 1 En
1 17 1.0E−10 21 1.8E−13
1/4 33 1.2E−8 49 1.3E−13
1/16 81 5.2E−9 97 1.8E−11
Table 1 shows the approximations D˜1/2n (s+0.1)
−0.5 and actual errors |D1/2(s+
0.1)−0.5 − D˜1/2n (s + 0.1)−0.5| with the required tolerance ε = 10−6 for s =
0.09+ i/10, i = 0, 1, . . . , 9. The number n+1 of function evaluations required
is 41. Table 2 also shows the result for the problem (A) with varied values of
q and a, namely the numbers n+1 required to satisfy the tolerances ε = 10−5
and 10−9 and the actual maximum errors En defined by
En = max
1≤j≤m
|Dqf(sj)− D˜qnf(sj)|, sj = j/m, j = 1, 2, . . . , m,
where we choose large m, say, m = 1000. Tables 3∼5 show the results for the
problems (B)∼(D), respectively.
From Tables 2∼5 we see that the present automatic method could approximate
successfully the fractional derivatives (A)∼(C) with varied values of q and a
and (D) with varied values of a for q = 1/2 except for (D) with a = 1.5 and
q = 0.5, 0.9 for ε = 10−9, with a = 1.5 and q = 0.9 for ε = 10−5 and with
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a = 2.5 and q = 0.9 for ε = 10−9. As can be seen in the above examples, say
in (D), the smaller is the value of |a|, the more difficult is the evaluation of
Dq{1/(s2+a2)}, because the pole s = ±ia of the function 1/(s2+a2) is closer
to the real axis. This fact also means that r defined by (27) is closer to unity.
The present method is not suitable for the functions with a singularity in
[0, 1] or singularities of lower-order derivatives, to which the sum of shifted
Chebyshev polynomials pn(t) given by (5) converges very slowly. Indeed, as
seen from Table 4, the present method sometimes fails to approximate the
fractional derivatives of Bessel functions sa/2Ja(2
√
s) of a = 1.5 and 2.5 since
Bessel functions Ja(s) of fractional orders a have discontinuous derivatives of
low order at s = 0.
It appears that we have no other automatic methods to be compared in perfor-
mance with the present method, although some non-automatic methods exist
to evaluate the fractional derivatives.
As shown in the numerical examples, one of the remaining problems would be
to construct a method to evaluate fractional derivatives for functions of weak
singularity, such as f(s) = sαh(s), where 0 < α < 1 and h(s) is a smooth
function. In near future we would like to address ourselves to this problem.
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